
CURRENT EV TAX CREDIT REMOVES CONSUMER CHOICE AND PENALIZES MARKET LEADERS
Electric vehicles (EVs) offer tremendous economic and environmental benefits to the U.S. The federal tax credit has spurred consumer interest in EVs, which in 
turn is helping to create jobs, stimulate innovation, reduce air pollution and make America more energy independent. In terms of job creation, at roughly 1% of the 
auto market, electric vehicles are already responsible for hundreds of thousands of high-quality jobs in 48 states. 

The U.S. EV market is at a critical crossroads. The current tax credit will be available until 200,000 qualified EVs have been sold in the United States by each 
manufacturer, at which point the credit begins to phase out for that manufacturer. The market leaders who made early investments in technology are either at 
or closing in on their maximum tax credits for consumers, meaning the EVs which consumers are most familiar with will no longer qualify for the full tax credits 
that allow for better EV availability. 

Furthermore, at any time in the future a new manufacturer or foreign car company can introduce an EV to the American marketplace and take advantage of the 
200,000 available tax credits, like Chinese manufacturers that will likely soon be looking to roll out EV models in the U.S. This will put the U.S. manufacturers who 
made the initial investment in the U.S. EV market at a distinct disadvantage.

More electric vehicles sold sooner rather than later will push the market forward to maturity, allowing it to stand on its own. A reformed tax credit is needed to 
make this happen.

MANUFACTURER TAX CREDIT UPDATE – BY QUALIFIED MANUFACTURER (AS OF NOVEMBER 2018)*

Tesla
Surpassed 200K

GM
Surpassed 200K

Nissan
126,875

Ford
111,715

Toyota
93,011

BMW Group
76,679

OTHER MANUFACTURERS QUALIFIED FOR 200,000 EV TAX CREDITS INCLUDE
Honda
Audi
Fiat Chrysler

Hyundai
Jaguar
Kia

Mercedes-Benz
Mitsubishi
Porsche

Volkswagen
Volvo
Zenith Motors

VIA Motors
Think
Karma

Fisker Automotive
Electric Mobile Card
AMP Electric Vehicles Inc.

* https://insideevs.com/top-6-automakers-200000-federal-tax-credit-limit/


